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jobs.ac.uk to share advertising solutions to Higher Education professionals at AHEP Annual Conference and Exhibition 2024
jobs.ac.uk careers - March 15, 2024
jobs.ac.uk is delighted to announce its participation in the upcoming Association of Higher Education Professionals (AHEP) Conference and Exhibition taking place at Warwick Arts Centre, University of Warwick on 24th…
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Professional, Managerial and Support Services Talent Trends 2022/2023
jobs.ac.uk careers - December 11, 2023
Professional Service staff in higher education institutes play a pivotal role in shaping and implementing their vision, ensuring seamless operations while maximising efficiency and cost-effectiveness.  They are part of crucial functions from HR, Finance, Marketing, Estates and Facilities serving as the backbone of many universities.
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Academic, Research and Teaching Talent Trends report summary 2022/23
jobs.ac.uk careers - December 11, 2023
Over the last year, sustainability, inclusivity and diversity, well-being at work and the evolution of digital platforms have emerged as some key trends within Higher Education’s (HE) workforce and recruitment.  Attracting the best talent remains a central focal point in each university.
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PhD and Masters Talent Trends report summary 2022/2023
jobs.ac.uk careers - December 11, 2023
Many of the finest minds at British and Irish higher education institutions started their career journeys by applying for a Masters or PhD opportunity. It’s where future talent can hone their skills, showcase their research expertise and gain the knowledge and experience they need to help take on the world’s biggest challenges.
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Jobseeker Preferences Report 2023 summary
jobs.ac.uk careers - December 11, 2023
jobs.ac.uk attracts a diverse and highly qualified audience across a range of disciplines. Our 2023 report taken from 5,737 respondents shows how this audience breaks down and offers insights that…
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Be Scam Aware
jobs.ac.uk careers - August 29, 2023
  WhatsApp scams are on the rise, be aware of people impersonating jobs.ac.uk by phone and WhatsApp.   jobs.ac.uk will never contact you through WhatsApp. If you receive a text or…
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PhD and Masters Talent Trends report summary 2021/22
jobs.ac.uk careers - January 19, 2023
Many of the finest minds at British and Irish higher education institutions started their career journeys by applying for a Masters or PhD opportunity. It’s where future talent can hone…
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Professional, Managerial and Support Services Talent Trends report 2021/22
jobs.ac.uk careers - January 19, 2023
Managers, professionals and administrators at higher education institutions play a key role in shaping and delivering their vision while keeping everything running smoothly, efficiently and cost-effectively. From HR, Marketing and…
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How To Write An Effective Online Job Advert
jobs.ac.uk careers - October 4, 2022
Being able to write an effective job advert is the first step towards ensuring you attract the best, and most relevant, jobseekers to your vacancy. Following these tips can help…
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